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Balnearios & Spa

Hotel Puerto Juan Montiel
Paseo del Puerto Deportivo, 1

30880, Aguilas - Murcia

Tel: 968 414 811
       968 493 493

beauty
MANICURE SPA
Put a spotlight on your hands. Intense anti-aging 
treatment for your hands. 35 min/35 euro

PEDICURE SPA
Give your feet a silky and soft feeling. 45 min/50 euro

HAIR REMOVAL
Get more information in our SPA's reception for our hair 
removal services. Prices vary according to area. w e l l n e s s  c e n t e r s

FEEL UNIQUE: SPAXION DON JUAN MOMENTS 
DETOX PROGRAMS: ask at reception for your 
exclusive program, from 50 euro a day.

Hydrothermal circuit + buffet: 37 euro

20-minute relaxing massage with aromatic oils 
+ buffet: 45 euro

40-minute hydrothermal circuit + relaxing 
massage with aromatic oils: 59 euro 
*Enjoy it with your partner for 99 euro, with a gift of 
a half-bottle of champagne and fruit.

Hydrothermal circuit + 20-minute relaxing 
massage + buffet: 67 euros

Paddle tennis + buffet: 25 euro

...and much more. Ask us and we will advise you on 
celebrating children's birthdays, hen parties, and 
unforgettable moments with your friends.

We have exclusive gift vouchers to surprise 
your friends and family.
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Do not hesitate to ask in our Spa's reception desk if 
you have any questions or suggestions regarding the 
treatment that best fits your needs.

hidrotherapy
THERMAL CIRCUIT
Enjoy a circuit unique in the region with spectacular views 
over the Mediterranean. You'll just love it! Jacuzzis, 
shower temple, gandara sauna, trunk sauna, pediluvium, 
immersion pediluvium, ice fountain and warm relaxation 
area...a unique place for you to forget your troubles. 
Duration: 90 min.

*Consult the special conditions for circuit entry with 
children. Children's circuit price: 15 euro.

JACUZZI
Tub with 80 water outlets. Helps stimulate blood 
circulation and nerve endings. Sedative effect. 
15 min/19 euro

NIAGARA BATH
Authentic luxury hydrotherapy session in tub with 180 
water outlets. Acts at circulatory and deep muscle level. 
20 min/25 euro

facial treatments 
PURE VITAMIN C +
Revolutionary treatment with immediate flash effect, 
which counteracts the negative effects that trigger the 
premature aging of the skin. The skin instantly recovers 
a spectacular shiny, smooth and densified youthful 
appearance. 65 min/69 euro 

HYDRACURE
Maximum concentrated hydration advanced treatment, 
perfect for all skin types and, particularly, for those with 
dehydration symptoms, dry skin, fatigued skin, etc. 
65 min/75 euro

SKIN ZEN
Get rid of emotional stress or daily weariness reflected 
on your skin. This treatment is ideal for highly sensible 
skin types, easily affected by hormonal stress, based on 
rose and plant extracts. 60 min/65 euro

BASIC PERSONALISED FACIAL TREATMENT 
Facial treatment especially suitable for young skins that 
need moisturizing and cleaning. Also ideal for preparing 
the skin and freeing it from impurities before starting a 
treatment process. 45 min/45 euro

body treatments
VIT C+ SUPREME
Firming treatment with strong nourishing powers, providing 
the skin with a youthful look. It includes exfoliation, wrap and 
body hydration treatments. 70 min/95 euro

AFTER-SUN
Give your whole body an unforgettable and fresh experience 
that helps “restore” excessive sun exposure with deep 
hydration. It includes wrap and body hydration treatments. 
55 min/65 euro

EXOTIC MEDITERRANEAN
Inspired in the exotic lands of the Mediterranean such as 
Morocco, Tunisia, Egypt, or Istanbul. This particular 
treatment is true bliss, given the aromas and textures in the 
argan shells, olive seeds, grape pips, orange flower water, 
among others. It includes exfoliation. 35 min/45 euro

vip rituals
MEDITERRANEAN SUNSET
This treatment includes exfoliation of outstanding 
pleasure, created by the aromas and textures in the 
argan shells, olive seeds, grape pips, orange flower 
water, in addition to a special Mediterranean Light 
massage with candles. 90 min/105 euro

SENSUAL & CARE INMERSION
The first beauty treatment that combines delectable 
Baobab oil and the highly-valued sea salt of Flor de Sal 
d'Es Trenc from Mallorca. It includes exfoliation and 
body massage. 75 min/90 euro

POWER TO MYSELF
Give your inner-self the attention it deserves. 
Customized facial treatment and full body massage 
using essential oils and special aromas. 
80 min/105 euro

UNIQUE IONG BAO
Discover traditional Chinese medicine: exclusive 
treatment that provides a sense of harmony, relaxation 
and balance. General effect of well-being with positive 
stimulation of each of the 5 senses. Surprise final 
protocol with Tibetan bowls. Includes peeling and 
IONG-BAO protocol.  55 min / 79 euro

massages
RELAXING MASSAGE -  A WORLD OF SCENT
Treatment based on soothing aromas (lavender, 
sandalwood, patchouli, violet, and ylang-ylang). It 
helps the body and mind to control stress by reaching 
an appropriate state of relax.   55 min/65 euro

LOCALIZED HARMONY MASSAGE 
Allow yourself to be taken away by aromatic essences 
and choose the body part to be treated: head and 
facial, legs and feet, or the back. 30 min/45 euro

SOOTHING LIGHT MASSAGE 
Enter into full relaxation mode by experiencing our 
relaxing massage done with candles. You will be able 
to enjoy Karité essentials and the scent of cinnamon on 
your skin. A unique experience that will provide full 
hydration and a silky touch to your skin. 
60 min/75 euro

MASSAGE WITH HERBS 
Nerve-relaxing wellness massage with sachets of 
aromatic herbs and steam-heated essential oils. 
Detoxifying effect on the skin and body, relaxing, anti-
stress, anti-inflammatory and moisturizing.
60 min /69 euro

ANTI-CELLULITE MASSAGE 30 min/50 euro

LYMPHATIC DRAINING MASSAGE 30 min/50 euro

EXTENSIVE MASSAGE
Releases accumulated tension and stress.
30 min/50 euro

Price 25 euro
per person

SPA for two
40 euro/couple
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